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Abstract: When data is hosted by data owners and made available to clients, security challenges are faced. Thus, we

need to audit the data to solve security challenges. Existing remote integrity checking methods can only serve for
static archive data. Thus, cannot be applied to the auditing service since the data in the cloud can be dynamically
updated. Hence, a dynamic System is desired to ensure that the data are correctly stored in the cloud. In this Paper,
we create a monitoring tool that detects fraudulent using link analysis and checks for similar details among multiple
databases will be created. As there is no interlinking between different banks database an individual can create many
accounts with different identity proofs So that they can do malicious activities in the network. To avoid this we use
link analysis for finding similarity link in the entire combined cloud stored database. It uses Joint Threshold
Administrative Model (JTAM) for authenticating database storage and handles fault tolerance effectively using the
monitoring tool
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A monitoring tool that detects fraudulent
using link analysis and checks for similar details among
multiple databases will be created. As there is no
interlinking between different banks database an individual
can create many accounts with different identity proofs So
that they can do malicious activities in the network. To
avoid this we use link analysis for finding similarity link in
the entire combined cloud stored database. It uses Joint
Threshold Administrative Model (JTAM) for authenticating
database storage and handles fault tolerance effectively
using the monitoring tool.
ADVANTAGES IN PROPOSED SYSTEM



SYSTEM REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
Analysis
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
EXISTING SYSTEM
The data owners host their data on cloud
servers and users (data consumers) can access the data from
cloud servers. Due to the data outsourcing, however, this
new paradigm of data hosting service also introduces new
security challenges, which requires an independent auditing
service to check the data integrity in the cloud. Some
existing remote integrity checking methods can only serve
for static archive data and, thus, cannot be applied to the
auditing service since the data in the cloud can be
dynamically updated. Thus, an efficient and secure dynamic
auditing protocol is desired to convince data owners that the
data are correctly stored in the cloud. Here we first design
an auditing framework for cloud storage systems and
propose an efficient and privacy-preserving auditing
protocol. Then, we extend our auditing protocol to support
the data dynamic operations, which is efficient and provably
secure in the random oracle model.



Creating monitoring tool that tracks fraud account
creation using link analysis.
Monitors and handles all the suspected system
involved in malicious activities.
Joint Threshold Administrative Tool (JTAM) is
used for permitting privileges for data storage.
Handles fault tolerance effectively.

Function
 It uses link analysis algorithm for similarity details.
 Joint Threshold Administrative Tool (JTAM) is
used for permitting privileges for data storage.
 A monitoring tool is created for monitoring
malicious activities on database.
SYSTEM DESIGN SPECIFICATION
Architecture

DRAWBACKS IN EXISTING SYSTEM:




In dynamic auditing protocol cloud server have
threat for security for data storage.
When any system is suspected that will be under
tracked only under complaint.
There is no link between all the databases where an
individual have different accounts.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Modules
 SERVER/CLIENT ESTABLISHMENT


CLOUD STORAGE



MONITORING TOOL CREATION



JTAM IMPLEMENTATION

concept of storage as a service will be implemented in this
module for storing databases for different banks.

Given security
within cloud
storage area

SERVER/CLIENT ESTABLISHMENT
In this module we create server & client systems. We create
different databases denoting different bank data. These all
will be given strong security thus no one can hack any
message communication in terms of money. We thus create
many client systems with some system having secured
database. . Here we create a single server and multiple client
systems which have intermediate communications between
each other. Thus they can be easily pass messages between
server and client and the message communications between
clients to client is also possible.

Cloud Service
Cloud Storage
service will be initiated

Registration and
authentication of users

Different bank
databases will be stored

Server
Requests Datas
From Databases

message communication
between all clients and servers

Database for banks
will be stored
Server
Authentication and
registration will be done

Multiple clients
having access
over database
in cloud storage

Client

Client

CLOUD STORAGE
Data from the different databases combined and
implemented in cloud storage for linking all the data for
further data storage and retrieval. Cloud storage will be
online storage system that provides secured space for storing
data for different banks. Thus every bank will have
individual memory space for storing their authenticated
secured user information and their money transactions
between bank and their customers. Cloud computing

Authenticated
with valid passwords

MONITORING TOOL CREATION
In this module we create a monitoring tool in the cloud
database which monitors the stored data for their similarity
interlinking details. It helps to monitor the details of users
who is trying to create fake database or even the users
having multiple accounts. The similarity details of a
particular user will be kept track so that the user’s malicious
activity on the network using their different account
databases. Such users will be caught and informed about
their malicious
database activity. The interlinking activities will be handled
using link analysis mapping for all the possible similarity
details.
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Given security
within cloud
storage area
Cloud Service
Interlinking details of users
will be find using link analysis

Cloud Storage
service will be initiated

Registration and
authentication of users

Different bank
databases will be stored

Monitors Fake users

Software Requirement:
 Front End
 Back End
(Server Edition)
 IDE
 Operating System
7
Hardware Requirement:
 Processor
above
 Ram
above
 Hard disk

: Jdk 1.7
: Oracle 10g
:NetBeans
:Windows Xp,Windows

:Pentium 4 or
:512mb or
:80gb

Monitoring Tool

Malicious activities
will be tracked
Server

JTAM IMPLEMENTATION
Joint Threshold Administrative Model (JTAM) tool is
created with different administrators implied in different
databases. Admin gives authentication for storage of data
and subsequently analyse similarity details in cloud storage
database. This JTAM model will ask for authentication to
each and every administrator all the time. Only when all the
administrators given authentication to that particular task
then only that task will be proceeds otherwise it will wait
until every admin given authentication. This handles SQL
injection attack at any database from the secured database.
Cloud Service

Joint threshold administrative
model for administrator
authentication is done

JTAM
SQL Injection attack will be prevented

Interlinking details of users
will be find using link analysis

Monitoring Tool

Registration and
authentication of users
Server

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
At first the node topology is created using server socket
program .the client module uses the socket and the server
module uses the server socket. Java swing is used to design
the front end. Quaqua look and feel is used to enhance the
design part of the project.
The encryption algorithm of aes is implemented using java
code .the system port number and the dsn details in the
network are gathered so that the message is transferred
through the specified path. The back end is sql server where
we are storing data and retrieving from there. The node
connected in the network topology and the dsn of all nodes
and the port number of all nodes is retrieved from this sql
server database 2000. we are creating table in sql server for
storing this details . The front end and the backend is
connected with the help of jdbcodbc driver.
Modules implement procedure
Link Analysis
TRADITIONAL statistical, machine learning, pattern
recognition, and data mining approaches usually assume a
random sample of independent objects from a single
relation. Many of these techniques have gone through the
extraction of knowledge from data (typically extracted from
relational databases), almost always leading, in the end, to
the classical double-entry tabular format, containing features
for a sample of the population. These features are therefore
used in order to learn from the sample, provided that it is
representative of the population as a whole. However, realworld data coming from many fields (such as World Wide
Web, marketing, social networks, or biology; see) are often
multirelational and interrelated. The work recently
performed in statistical relational learning, aiming at
working with such data sets, incorporates research topics,
such as link analysis, web mining social network analysis or
graph mining. All these research fields intend to find and
exploit links between objects (in addition to features—as is
also the case in the field of spatial statistics), which could be
of various types and involved in different kinds of
relationships.

System Requirements
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The focus of the techniques has moved over from the
analysis of the features describing each instance belonging
to the population of interest (attribute value analysis) to the
analysis of the links existing between these instances
(relational analysis), in addition to the features. This paper
precisely proposes a link-analysis-based technique allowing
to discover relationships existing between elements of a
relational database or, more generally, a graph. More
specifically, this work is based on a random walk through
the database defining a Markov chain having as many states
as elements in the database. Suppose, for instance, we are
interested in analyzing the relationships between elements
contained in two different tables of a relational database. To
this end, a two-step procedure is developed. First, a much
smaller, reduced, Markov chain, only containing the
elements of interest typically the elements contained in the
two tables and preserving the main characteristics of the
initial chain, is extracted by stochastic complementation. An
efficient algorithm for extracting the reduced Markov chain
from the large, sparse, Markov chain representing the
database is proposed. Then, the reduced chain is analyzed
by, for instance, projecting the states in the subspace
spanned by the right eigenvectors of the transition matrix or
by computing a kernel principal component analysis, on a
diffusion map kernel computed from the reduced graph and
visualizing the results. Indeed, a valid graph kernel based on
the diffusion map distance, extending the basic diffusion
map to directed graphs, is introduced. The motivations for
developing this two-step procedure are twofold. First, the
computation would be cumbersome, if not impossible, when
dealing with the complete database.
Second, in many situations, the analyst is not
interested in studying all the relationships between all
elements of the database, but only a subset of them.
Moreover, if the whole set of elements in the database is
analyzed, the resulting mapping would be averaged out by
the numerous relationships and elements we are not
interested in for instance, the principal axis would be
completely different. It would therefore not exclusively
reflect the relationships between the elements of interest.
Therefore, reducing the Markov chain by stochastic
complementation allows to focus the analysis on the
elements and relationships we are interested in. Interestingly
enough, when dealing with a bipartite graph (i.e., the
database only contains two tables linked by one relation),
stochastic complementation followed by a basic diffusion
map is exactly equivalent to simple correspondence
analysis.
On the other hand, when dealing with a starschema
database (i.e., one central table linked to several tables by
different relations), this two-step procedure reduces to
multiple correspondence analysis.
The proposed
methodology therefore extends correspondence analysis to
the analysis of a relational database. In short, this paper has
three main contributions. A two-step procedure for

analyzing weighted graphs or relational databases is
proposed. . It is shown that the suggested procedure extends
correspondence analysis. . A kernel version of the diffusion
map distance, applicable to directed graphs, is introduced.
JTAM (Joint Threshold Administrative Model)
Our interactive response policy language makes it very easy
for the database administrators to specify appropriate
response actions for different circumstances depending upon
the nature of the anomalous request. The two main issues
that we address incontext of such response policies are that
of policy matching, and policy administration. For the
policy matching problem, two algorithms that efficiently
search the policy database for policies that match an
anomalous request. We also extend the PostgreSQL DBMS
with our policy matching mechanism, and report
experimental results. The experimental evaluation shows
that our
techniques are very efficient. The other issue that we
address is that of administration of response policies to
prevent malicious modifications to policy objects from
legitimate users. We propose a novel Joint Threshold
Administration Model (JTAM) that is based on the principle
of separation of duty. The key idea in JTAM is that a policy
object is jointly administered by at least k database
administrator (DBAs), that is, any modification made to a
policy object will be invalid unless it has been authorized by
at least k DBAs. We present design details of JTAM which
is based on a cryptographic threshold signature scheme, and
show how JTAM prevents malicious modifications to policy
objects from authorized users.
TESTING SYSTEMTESTING
System testing of software or hardware is testing conducted
on a complete, integrated system to evaluate the system's
compliance with its specified requirements. System testing
falls within the scope of black box testing, and as such,
should require no knowledge of the inner design of the code
or logic.
SOFTWARE TESTING
Software Testing is an empirical investigation conducted to
provide stakeholders with information about the quality of
the product or service under test, with respect to the context
in which it is intended to operate. Software Testing also
provides an objective, independent view of the software to
allow the business to appreciate and understand the risks at
implementation of the software. Test techniques include, but
are not limited to, the process of executing a program or
application with the intent of finding software bugs.
Software Testing can also be stated as the process of
validating
and
verifying
that
a
software
program/application/product (1) meets the business and
technical requirements that guided its design and
development; (2) works as expected; and (3) can be
implemented with the same characteristics.
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UNIT TESTING
The primary goal of unit testing is to take the smallest piece
of testable software in the application, isolate it from the
remainder of the code, and determine whether it behaves
exactly as you expect. Each unit is tested separately before
integrating them into modules to test the interfaces between
modules. Unit testing has proven its value in that a large
percentage of defects are identified during its use.
INTEGRATION TESTING
Integration testing (sometimes called Integration and
Testing) is the activity[of software testing in which
individual software modules are combined and tested as a
group. It occurs after unit testing and before system testing.
Integration testing takes as its input modules that have been
unit tested, groups them in larger aggregates, applies tests
defined in an integration test plan to those aggregates, and
delivers as its output the integrated system ready for system
testing.
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Acceptance testing by the system provider is often
distinguished from acceptance testing by the customer (the
user or client) prior to accepting transfer of ownership. In
such environments, acceptance testing performed by the
customer is known as user acceptance testing (UAT). This is
also known as end-user testing, site (acceptance) testing, or
field (acceptance) testing.
CONCLUSION:
From this Cloud storage all the dynamic auditing
details and data storage system will be analysed for
similarity and interlinking between different individual
databases. Joint Threshold Administrative tool implies
authenticated and secured database management.
Future Work:
Recommending this proposal to the world bank to control
black money . Then the bank should increase the speed of
uploading the registration process in cloud.
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